
NO EXIT AN EXISTENTIALIST PLAY BY

In his play, No Exit, Jean-Paul Sartre examines basic themes of existentialism through three characters. The second
character, Inez, seems to fully understand ideas deemed existential. Garcin admittedly is in Hell because he was unkind
and unfaithful to his wife.

The second character, Inez, seems to fully understand ideas deemed existential. This new view brings to light
the absurdity of life. This is anti-existential because according to its principles, he should not have to rely on
others for confidence. A time of war eventually erupted around him, and he was demanded to fight. If there
were no ill consequences, on what grounds would people be sent to Hell? By nature, the subject of
existentialism appears incommunicable. She lusts over "manly men", which Joseph himself strives to be. The
play serves to enforce that idea. And if Garcin were apathetic to Inez, and Inez to Estelle, Hell would be
brought down, and existentialism would triumph. Garcin hated his wife for wanting him so much, she had
achieved the ultimate end of sexuality, a state that he spent his time continually destroying. The effects of No
Exit may cause a reader to oppose existentialism, but whatever the case may be, it surely provokes the reader
to think about the cause and effects of life. With Inez tormenting Garcin, Garcin tormenting Estelle, and
Estelle tormenting Inez, each without realization that they are each others "Satan", a strong irony is presented.
This is a perspective that you'll love if you're an existentialist, and something you'll hate if you're not.
Although they areâ€¦. These are the few words that many people live by. For example a student would argue a
parent was forcing him or her to go to school. In essence, by taking control of our lives we are the ultimate
deciders of our own destiny, and we can not help but be satisfied with the outcomes of our decisions because
we are the ones who made them. He is so dependent upon this that he refuses to engage in sexual activity with
Estelle until she affirms him. Through this, Sartre not only insinuates the absurdity of life, but also the
bleakness that humanity serves. Sartre was born in Paris and he spent most of his life there. Humanity has no
universal established in advance principles or ethics common to all of humankind. Each is separate from all
other individuals, so each person has the power to place himself in the position he wishes, that every
individual is responsible for his actions.


